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Abstract
A block graph is a graph whose blocks are cliques. A block duplicate (BD) graph is a graph
obtained by adding true twins (i.e., adjacent vertices with the same closed neighborhood) to
vertices of a block graph. If each cut-vertex belonging to three or more blocks in the block
graph receives at most one true twin, the resulting graph is called a restricted block duplicate
(RBD) graph. BD and RBD graphs arise in the study of RU-chordal graphs by Peled and Wu
(J. Graph Theory 30 (1999) 121), who proved that the 2-connected RU-chordal graphs are
equivalent to the 2-connected RBD graphs. In this note, we characterize the BD and the RBD
graphs by forbidden induced subgraphs, and complete their incorporation into the hierarchy of
special classes of chordal graphs. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Block graphs; Restricted unimodular chordal graphs; Distance-hereditary graphs; Balanced
graphs
1. Introduction
We consider ;nite undirected graphs with no loops or multiple edges. A cycle
of length p is called a p-cycle. A chord of a cycle is an edge connecting two
non-consecutive vertices of the cycle. A hole (more speci;cally a p-hole) is a chordless
p-cycle with p¿ 3. A chordal graph is a graph containing no holes. When we say
that a graph G contains a graph H , we understand that H is an induced subgraph of
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Fig. 1. Some chordal graphs.
G. If G does not contain H , we say that G is H -free. A cut-vertex is a vertex whose
removal increases the number of connected components of the graph. A connected
graph without cut-vertices is called 2-connected. We emphasize that we do not require
here that a 2-connected graph has more than two vertices. The blocks of a graph are
its maximal 2-connected subgraphs. Hence, the cut-vertices are the vertices belonging
to more than one block. A clique is an inclusion-maximal complete subgraph. A block
graph is a graph whose blocks are cliques, and it is well known (see for example the
proof of Proposition 1 in Bandelt and Mulder [1]) that a graph is a block graph if and
only if it is chordal and diamond-free. The diamond, gem, arrow, jewel and crown are
the graphs illustrated in Fig. 1
The vertex-clique incidence bigraph of a graph G is a bipartite graph (bigraph)
V K(G) with the vertices of G on one side and the cliques of G on the other side,
such that a vertex v of G is adjacent to a clique K of G in V K(G) if and only if v is a
member of K in G. A quad cycle in a bigraph is a p-cycle where p is divisible by 4.
A bigraph is called k-chorded if each of its non-quad cycles has at least k chords (so
for example a 4-chorded bigraph has no 6-cycles, induced or not, and an ∞-chorded
bigraph has no non-quad cycles, induced or not). A trampoline of order p (p¿ 3) is
a graph obtained from a p-cycle C by adding enough chords to make it chordal, and
adding for each edge (not chord) of C a new vertex adjacent only to the two ends of
that edge. A strongly chordal graph is a trampoline-free chordal graph.
Wu [9] proved that a chordal graph G contains a trampoline of order p if and only
if V K(G) contains a 2p-cycle. As a consequence, we obtain the result of Lehel and
Tuza [7] that a chordal graph G contains no trampoline of odd order if and only if
V K(G) is 1-chorded (also known as balanced), and the result of Farber [4] that a
chordal graph G is strongly chordal if and only if every hole of V K(G) is a 4-hole
(a bigraph with this property is called totally balanced or chordal bipartite [5]). A
graph is called distance-hereditary if all chordless paths between the same two vertices
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Fig. 2. A hierarchy of chordal graph classes, and graphs separating them.
have the same length. Howorka [6] proved that a chordal graph is distance-hereditary
if and only if it is gem-free, and Peled and Wu [8] proved that a chordal graph G
is gem-free if and only if V K(G) is 2-chorded. Peled and Wu [8] also proved that
a chordal graph G is gem- and crown-free if and only if V K(G) is 3-chorded. A
restricted unimodular (RU) chordal graph is a chordal graph G such that V K(G) is
∞-chorded, or equivalently (by a result of Conforti and Rao [3]) 4-chorded. The name
comes from the result of Commoner [2] that the adjacency matrix of an ∞-chorded
bigraph is totally unimodular. Peled and Wu [8] showed that a chordal graph G is RU
chordal if and only if G is gem-, crown- and jewel-free, and in that case, every cycle
of V K(G) is not just a quad, but a 4-cycle. These results are included within Fig. 2.
Two vertices of a graph are called true twins when they are adjacent and every
other vertex is adjacent to both or to none of them. A block duplicate (BD) graph
is a graph obtained by adding zero or more true twins to each vertex of a block
graph B (or equivalently to each cut-vertex, since adding a true twin to a non-cut
vertex preserves the property of being a block graph). It can be easily seen from the
results of Peled and Wu [8] (and it is indeed mentioned there as an aside) that if
G is BD, then V K(G) is 3-chorded; and conversely, if V K(G) is 3-chorded and in
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addition, G is chordal and 2-connected, then G is BD. This result can be viewed as a
characterization of 2-connected chordal graphs G such that V K(G) is 3-chorded. The
same authors also showed in [8] that if B is a connected block graph, each cut-vertex
of B receives at least one true twin, and each cut-vertex belonging to three or more
blocks receives exactly one, then the resulting 2-connected BD graph is RU chordal;
and conversely, every 2-connected RU chordal graph is obtainable in this way. This
result can be viewed as a characterization of 2-connected RU chordal graphs (and
thereby of all RU chordal graphs, since a graph is RU chordal if and only if its blocks
are RU chordal). In view of this result, it is natural to consider all graphs, 2-connected
or not, obtained in an analogous way by adding true twins to some cut-vertices of a
block graph while still observing the restriction not to add two twins to a cut-vertex
belonging to three blocks. Therefore, we de;ne a restricted block duplicate (RBD)
graph to be a graph obtained by adding zero or more true twins to each vertex of a
block graph B, subject to the restriction that a cut-vertex belonging to three or more
blocks of B receive at most one true twin.
Below, we characterize the BD and the RBD graphs by forbidden induced subgraphs,
and complete their incorporation into the hierarchy of special classes of chordal graphs.
2. Results
Theorem 1. A graph is BD if and only if it is chordal and gem- and arrow-free.
Proof. Only if: Since block graphs are chordal and chordality is preserved by adding
true twins; BD graphs are chordal. The gem and the arrow are neither block graphs
nor do they have true twins; so they are not BD. Since the BD property is preserved
for induced subgraphs; BD graphs are gem- and arrow-free.
If: We assume that G is a gem- and arrow-free chordal graph and show that G is
BD. Since the assumptions are preserved by deleting vertices, we may also assume that
G has no true twins, and show that in that case G is a block graph. Assume that G is
not a block graph, if possible. Then by chordality, G contains a diamond. Let A; B be
the vertices of degree 3 and C;D those of degree 2 in the diamond. Since A; B are not
true twins, G has a ;fth vertex E adjacent to exactly one of A; B; say to A. Now if E
is adjacent to none of C;D, then G contains an arrow; if E is adjacent to one of C;D,
then G contains a gem; and if E is adjacent to both of C;D; then E; C; D; B induce a
4-hole in G. In each case, we contradict the assumptions.
Theorem 2. A graph is RBD if and only if it is chordal and gem-; arrow- and
jewel-free.
Proof. Only if: Since an RBD graph is BD; we know it is chordal and gem- and
arrow-free by Theorem 1; and it remains to show that it is also jewel-free. Like the
BD property; the RBD property is also preserved for induced subgraphs; and therefore;
it is suIcient to show that the jewel is not RBD. Assume otherwise; if possible. Then
some connected block graph B becomes a jewel J after we add true twins to some of
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its cut-vertices in such a way that a cut-vertex belonging to at least three blocks of B
receives at most one true twin. The three vertices of degree 5 in J are true twins of
each other. The three vertices of degree 3 do not have true twins; and are thus vertices
of B. Therefore; B is obtained from J by deleting some vertices of degree 5. But the
only way to obtain a connected block graph is to delete exactly two vertices of degree
5 from J . Therefore; B must be a claw K1;3; and the only way to obtain J by adding
true twins to some vertices of a block graph is to add two true twins to the cut-vertex
of the claw. This is in contradiction to the de;nition of an RBD graph.
If: Let G be a gem-, arrow- and jewel-free chordal graph. Then G is BD by Theorem
1. Hence, by de;nition, there exists a block graph B such that when true twins are
added to some vertices of B, the result is G. If some cut-vertex belonging to three or
more blocks of B receives at least two true twins, the resulting graph G contains a
jewel, contradicting our assumption. Therefore, G is RBD.
Fig. 2 summarizes the hierarchy of chordal graphs classes discussed above, as well
as graphs separating these classes.
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